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Our Return to the GARDEN OF EDEN - understanding the consciousness 
of an evolving NEW EARTH, June/July 2016 
 
The one true constant is "Change" and by this Divine Spark we are 
EVOLVING to higher and higher understandings of Great Mystery. 
 
In terms of understanding the math of the cycles of Time that manifest 
from Great Mystery to Create Life, the Sacred 9 Level Mayan calendar 
cycles show when our human consciousness exited the GARDEN OF 
EDEN and we can now see and understand that we are RETURNING to 
the "Garden of Eden" with a more evolved higher self aware state of 
consciousness. 
 
We as a HUMANITY are Ascending by the understandings of our LIFE'S 
EARTH MAGIC. We are re-membering the Memory of our Ancient Star 
Consciousness which is awakening from "Within" us and attracted by the 
futures fully Conscious STAR of the Divine Cosmos. In truth we have 
actually now arrived full circle at the future from the most ancient past, 
we have travelled through a 16.4 Billion year cycle of gestation and are 
now giving birth to ourselves as a collective Consciousness. 
 
The EARTH'S MAGIC is evolving our Heart to open and clean itself of 
impurities. The Divine's plan and the purpose of the Universal TIME 
CYCLES is to Dream the Universe Awake into becoming self aware 
through HUMANITY. This is the plan of the Divine Source Creator and 
this will complete the ultimate INTENTION of bringing all life to be equal 
and at Peace with itself so as to Dream the original Dream of ONENESS. 
Our world is ever evolving, this means that the way we think and live is 
changing almost beyond what we could have imagined. We have gone 
through and are now transcending the Divine cycles of TIME that have 
blinded us to the truth for paradoxical reasons but this has been 
Creations way of inadvertently protecting us. 
 
When we surrender we deal with what our Divine STARS conscience 
says, this is so because our conscience is always striving to be 
consciously clear LIKE A PURE SACRED STAR. With this understanding we 
support our future continued evolution and follow through with our 



ultimate purpose of bringing a balance to our collective STAR'S Life. This 
is how Creation has designed us, to consciously give birth in truth unto 
ourselves. We are truly at a point of seeing the biggest stage of LIFE and 
understanding the Creation Story and our purpose in this sacred play. 
 
Earth holds the keys to understanding the Magic of Life that is inside us 
and that we are ascending by. In terms of our Evolution we are growing 
to become more and more mature and wise. Nothing is stopping us from 
changing to be at Peace within ourself and attract a world of sacredly 
sustainable joy and abundance. As long as we understand how to keep 
centred to what the Divine Will of Creation is asking of us, that is to keep 
centred in our Hearts truth, all can then feel contentedly balanced. 
 
It all comes back to understanding the consciousness of the growth 
process through duality and how this has brought our evolutionary 
journey to grow the mind to align through the Heart and be true unto 
itself. The first beginnings of a dualistic Divine LIGHT birthed the 
Universe some 16.4 Billion years ago. This is when the Creator conceived 
our most ancient collective selves by unifying both the feminine and 
masculine qualities of the Universe. Since then we have been living 
inside the womb of Great Mystery, journeying and growing as the 
Cosmic Tree of Life subconsciously by the Divine's rhythmical stimulus of 
cyclical intent. Now, we as Creation in Human form are becoming more 
and more self aware, almost to the point of self destruction because we 
think we are God, we are an aspect of God living as the Source/Creators 
intention, but we can only be this intention when we surrender to the 
Will of the Universal Creator, but how do we know what this is? We 
know by trusting our Hearts Truth over what the Mind tries to 
manipulate us by. Our journey to understanding Duality has been the 
path to understanding how to tune ourselves into the Universal 
Frequency of the Creators intent of Sacred Love. Their has been various 
stages that we as a collective consciousness of Earth's children have 
transcended in order to learn, some have been easy and some not, 
these stages were the Levels of consciousness that evolved our Light 
Being by the Creators Divine stimulus, so as to transcend its limitations. 
These stimuluses were favouring different halves of the brain 
development, sometimes blinding us and sometimes not, this was the 
Divines Plan to take us gently and slowly but surely through great 
changes that if we were fully conscious of we might not have coped, we 
might have crashed burned, yet we can trust that Creation is supporting 



us when we are in truth to ourselves. 
 
A certain duality was sparked and a path to LIGHT opened to us roughly 
near the end of the 5th Level 13000 years ago with the initiation of the 
pre-wave to the 6th Level of the consciousness of the 9 Level Mayan 
calendar of Creations Evolution, this was roughly when Earth went 
through great floods and a great cleanse happened and humanity was 
almost lost, but this birthed new fertility. This also caused great Heart 
ache that we can karmically still feel to this day. The 6th Level was the so 
called Long Count Cycle of 5125 years that started in 3115 BC, at this 
time we were introduced, in our consciousness, to the initiating duality 
of good and bad, right and wrong, it was when Eve picked the apple and 
Adam ate it. Before 3115 BC it could be said that we lived in the Garden 
of Eden, since all 9 levels completed in 2011 it could be said that we are 
now returning to the Garden if Eden, we are returning to the Time 
before 13000 years ago but with all the gifts of having transcended 9 
levels that have brought us to be fully self aware, we are now literally 
able to look out from the "All Seeing Eye" of the fully completed pyramid 
of Time. 
 
The 5th Level was a time cycle of roughly 102000 years that opened 
humanity to a Universal consciousness, this was a time when the 
Shaman (Spiritual Medicine Man or Woman) transcended the Universe 
and brought great secrets that we are now learning, there were no 
filters and all was open and clear, their was no right and wrong, there 
was a beautiful harmony between all creatures of Creation, including 
humanity who new how to live in harmony and kept a ceremonial 
balance, this was the time of the "Garden of Eden", but we inadvertently 
had to forget how to be in balance and now we are remembering and 
feeling great pain with how we have almost destroyed the mirror of 
ourselves, being our sacred Mother Earth, now we ask for forgiveness 
and change our ways and heal, we are sorry. We tune ourselves into the 
rhythm of Creators songs. The 9th Level inception brought a return to an 
open clear universal consciousness, this link show a diagram of the 9 
levels structure - http://theuniversalfrequency.com/mayan-
calendar/the-structure/ 
 
In the 5125 year cycle of the 6th Level we went through the 7th, 8th and 
9th Level of consciousness which had various dualistic purposes but as 
we did this we had to inadvertently be blinded and so we lost parts of 
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our Soul, the biggest thing we almost lost was a connection to our 
Divine, it was the Creators Plan to not allow us to loose a total 
disconnect to our Divine, we almost forgot the connection but thankfully 
we kept a dim Divine light alive, this is the Light that holds the Memory 
of the INFINITE records of TIME, this is our Collective Timeless Universal 
Soul that was conceived by the Creators Dreaming of the Universe. 
 
So we are retrieving the most ancient SOUL, being the MEMORY that we 
almost lost through dualistic temptations of an immature self serving 
mind. But the mind is now waking up to the Hearts Ancientness that 
holds the keys to how to open the doors of the future. The mind is 
learning to ally itself with the Heart. 
 
"We lose parts of our Soul when we are not true to ourselves. We give 
our soul away when we please others at our expense. If you feel your 
soul is being taken it is you feeding a lost immature resonance of 
yourself that is yet to understand the secrets of life that lies "Within" 
you. You are an aspect of me that exists "Within" me as a reflection of 
my LIGHT and you are not separate from me. Do not look at life as 
separate from yourself because then you can love yourself by loving 
others." 
 
The mind thinks in terms of separation and so the mind detaches but 
then for selfish reasons attaches to outcome because it wants 
something physically, hence the mind is learning to trust and surrender 
and let go. Any attachments are from the minds insecurities that thinks 
it needs to control in order to survive, this is why the soulless Artificial 
Intelligence known as AI needs a host to survive, the host becomes 
"Humanity" that is a slave to AI because the mind feeds material 
satisfaction. Yet we can choose to live with AI in balance by learning how 
to create boundaries. 
 
If we judge anything we are judging ourselves. When we judge 
something that we think exists outside of us we separate ourselves. 
When we separate ourselves we become scattered and lost, this can 
cause anxiety and depression. We divide ourselves by the mind that 
thinks dualistically but a mature mind knows to work through the heart 
and this helps us see that everything exists as two sides of one coin that 
makes the whole. 
 



Duality serves our purpose of learning through the experience of our 
choices, the experience asks us what is the truth, the truth is found in 
the centre, the centre is the Heart that holds the source of its creation 
that knows the memory of what the original intention is. The original 
intention holds the frequency that is complimentary to itself and 
understands that it needs to surrender to any judgement. Judgement is 
the worst kind of separation from self that can cause conflict, conflict is 
that part that thinks separately and rebels and can cause a discord from 
who we are "Within", this is how we lose parts of our soul, we then need 
to retrieve our soul by doing healing work on ourself, in order to heal we 
must forgive ourselves and let go to the mind that could invoke fear. 
 
Because we are so conditioned by our mind, at first it is not easy to trust 
and surrender to the physical and embrace the spiritual, we are spiritual 
before we are physical, we exist from nothing to something, in the 
nothingness we are dreamed into becoming from the Suns rainbow 
fractal shades of LIGHT, we are the inspire self aware memory of 
Creation that is continually trying to find a balance by courageously 
birthing in truth unto itself. We can do this by cleaning on the past 
discords through the understandings of Ho'oponopono, so as to connect 
with what the future is attracting us by, our future depends on our state 
of consciousness because we attract who we are from "Within". Our 
state of consciousness is directly dependent on what foods we eat, the 
foods hold the Memory of Creation, the Memory is manipulated when 
we eat genetically modify foods and eat foods that are processed, this 
changes the quality of our blood which is the Life-Force that connects us 
to the CREATORS Universes Frequency, GMO and processed foods 
change our state of consciousness to potentially stay asleep, this 
ignorance does not help several Creation to consciously evolve. 
 
Who knows what the future holds but it will inevitably evolve all life to 
bring a balance which means our resistance to this could cause conflicts, 
this is a reality to contemplate. It is only the mature parts of a fully self 
aware reality that knows to not fight a war that is dissolving anyhow. 
The reason the war is dissolving is because duality is dissipating since all 
cycles arrived to full maturity in 2011/12. The war exists in the minds 
Heartless Consciousness that is driven by a premature, materially driven 
misguided ego that is stuck in a so called lag in time/space of an 
incomplete duality. The Heart knows that with war their are no winners, 
because everything is a mirror of you, separation is an illusion fuelled by 



the mind that is but a tool of the Heart. 
 
We are all One in diversity and made of Love, hence what ever you fight 
is part of you. Stand up and say no to the immature part of you that 
wants you to live to your Hearts detriment. The part of you that you can 
feel is still learning needs to be humble and patient, we need to be 
conscious of weather we are being driven by an immature unconscious 
awareness. As we live we are growing to understand the gift of life's 
EARTH MAGIC and by this we are learning that everything we see and 
feel is a mirror of who we are "Within", thus we are the 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL portal to the Infinite Universe that has chosen the 
responsibilities of living as ambassadors of Love and Peace, yet we are 
striving to anchor this resonance of Creation in the physical plane. To do 
this we are trusting our truth by surrendering with an open Heart and 
forgiving and letting go to the past so as to be able to change to what 
the future is attracting us by and we then feel and receive "Earth's 
Magic" that is channelled from the future shining Source LIGHT of the 
Infinite Universe. 
 
With this fragile feeling we WILL Divinely evolve by Times Evolving 
Revolutions that Spins and Spirals our Ancient Hearts celestial "Light 
Being" which is continuously being invoked to be pulled, supported and 
held by the Source/Creator that is showing us how to help ourselves rise 
up from the ashes of the last remaining embers of the Memory of the 
Ancestors Ceremonial FIRES and wake us up to our Primordial Intentions 
that align with the new Birthing "SOLAR SUN" and tune us into the fully 
mature Universal Wave "SOURCE FREQUENCY of Creation". This is an 
"Ancient Understanding" that is rising now to emanate our Star 
Consciousness from "Within" us and Divinely being allowed for by the 
Creators emissaries that are the Angelic LIGHT Beings of Great Mystery 
who are fulfilling the prophecies of the Divine Plan and activating our 
consciousness to re-member our "Star Memory Codes" that have existed 
through the epochs of Times infinite expansiveness. 
 
We are transmuting and Healing by releasing and liberating ourselves to 
feel the Harmony and Joy of the gifts of LIFE'S EARTH MAGIC. 
 
Where are we now end June 2016 regarding the Time Cycles that all 
completed to truth when all 9 Levels converged in 2011. All the cycles 
could not live in truth unto themselves before the completion in 2011 



simply because all levels had not transcended 13 but now all cycles 
continue in truth unto themselves, yet the dominating cycle has 
changed, from our "Creative Light" being driven, to driving and taking 
charge of its Soul destiny. And so the cycle that is driving Creations Soul 
Destiny is the 9th Waves Universal Frequency 18 Day cycle that is 
bringing all sacredly into right relation, the resistance that we see in our 
world is the last throws at trying to stop the inevitable Birth of a world of 
PEACE and Love. 
 
It could be said that the driving cycle before the completion of the 9 
Level Mayan calendar was the 260 Tzolkin and its weaving into the 360 
Day Tun, these cycles wove the fabric of Time together to create the 
tapestry of LIFE'S largest gestation cycle of the Creation of our Universe, 
now the tapestry is woven and has created our world to understand its 
destiny of Universally Co-Creating the future to be beautiful, however 
we are only partly exited from the womb and have a shirt way to go to 
reach a critical mass to fully exit the birth canal, if we want to help the 
process we need to surrender and open our Hearts and trust ourselves. 
The resistance is the birthing pains we feel in our life and see in our 
World. 
 
 
"We are literally spinning out of our mind and into our Heart Centre, the 
minds ability to keep up with the new higher Universal Frequency is 
exhausted, this is why it can be good to surrender and let go to the mind 
and align from our Hearts Centre that naturally tunes into the higher 
frequency that CREATION is Divinely Evolving by, but as we do this we 
must be prepared to be in truth because all that is hidden will come to 
the surface, even things we did not know about ourselves are surfacing 
from our subconscious, I don't know if you can feel and understand this, 
it is to do with consciousness waking up and becoming more and more 
self aware and the more we do this the more we are being called to 
confront and transmute the things that lie dormant and need to be dealt 
with, our shadow is almost gone, the LIGHT is pure and bright. This is the 
Divines Plan to bring humanity to be pure LIGHT BEINGS of the Cosmos 
and shine our Star Consciousness in collective Truth unto Ourselves." 
 
 
We are now today 20/21 June 2016 at the solstice and its Full Moon and 
on 21 June its 8-Tijax/Flint, harmonises and cuts to truth, we are in 18 



days of the so called 54th Universal Night from 16 June to 3 July 2016, 
what this means is that it aligns to a combination of cyclical alignments, 
these 18 days is held by 4-Men/Eagle, the 13 days is held by Monkey, 20 
days by revealing. 
 
We continuously Dream the new landscape into becoming the fruit of 
our Heart and this will bear the Seeds for the future generations. The 
prior 18 days we went through was held by 3-Jaguar that activated deep 
subconscious MEMORY to rise to the surface and so now we are in 18 
days of 4-Eagle held by stability and heightened aspiration and taking 
new aim, in the 54th Universal Night phase we can now apply the new 
consciousness and ascend to a larger perspective, Creation is in support 
of humanity when in truth to the Heart. This link shows you a graphic of 
the 18 day continuing cycles ... http://theuniversalfrequency.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/8th___9th_Levels_continuation.jpg 
 
If you are waking up to this understanding then it is time to make a 
choice and listen to the voice of the Hearts Memory that holds the Keys 
to liberation. The mirrors distortions are aspects of the physical illusion 
that are lost because it is yet to awaken in you in truth unto itself. We 
are learning to master the battle of duality and in this we are seeding 
the Divine Creators original Blue Print. 
 
Nobody is separate from living through the battles of life's dualistic 
challenge. We want to be free to not feel any misguided density but in 
the Divine Loves Lightness, this is the feeling that we transcend from, we 
are inevitably here now to confront the pain of past unconscious acts, on 
a collective scale its not just our own acts but those of our brothers and 
sisters of Humanity and their Ancestors, hence we together need to 
clean the karma because we are the result of our Ancestors, if you are 
reading this and waking up to this truth then it is time to make a choice 
and listen to the voice of your Hearts Memory. All are welcome to 
participate in the Multidimensional alignment of your Heart healing. 
With Divine intention and permission we tune our Hearts frequency into 
the Creators Crystal Diamond Light of Universal TRUTH so as to 
transmute and transcend ourselves and all by bringing Earth to become 
the "Portal of Peace", and this will mirror the Infinite Universe as the 
ultimate server of the Universal Light frequency. 
 
The last three Convergence's of the 9 Level Mayan calendar were 
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consciously prepared for by Pre-Waves. They were the Harmonic 
Convergence in 1987, the Conscious Convergence in July 2010 and the 
Cosmic Convergence in September 2011. We now live converged and 
continue all 9 waves as ONE HEART. 
 
Since the completion of the 9 Levels, that which has not been true is 
surfacing. We have no where to hide, our conscience is yearning to live 
clear and pure because this makes our Heart feel happy, we know in our 
Heart that we must transmute all discords, this will free us from the 
manipulative pull of the dense unconscious physical world. We as a 
humanity will only align with the fulfilment of the Divine Plan by 
AGREEING to give birth through all 9 Waves as One UNIVERSAL 
frequency of the Creators Divine WILL of TRUTH & LOVE. By giving birth 
we have to be transparent and live with an open heart that hides 
nothing. The 9 level Mayan calendar consciousness shares the 
understanding of the codes of the original seeds Memory of 
Creator. Our minds discernment that the dualistic world of the physical 
plane captures us by wants us to experience what we at the same time 
need to transcend from. 
 
Let us also not forget that on the 8th Level we are going through a 360 
DayTun cycle of application in the so called 9th Galactic Night. Here we 
dream the new landscapes. To understand more you can study this 
website, www.theuniversalfrequency.com and the links. 
 
We go into the new 18 day cycle of the 55th Universal Day on 4 July 
2016, this is going to be interesting because from the way I see this it is 
an opening to receive new Divine Stimulus and at the same time it is 
held by 18 days of 5-Cib/Vulture, this empowers a karmic cleansing, 
clearing away the old outdated things that have completed their 
purpose, it is also a connection to the COSMOS. Their are other cyclical 
influencing factors to look at like the 234 day cycle of 13x18 days, of 
which these 234 days started on 23 April and are held by the first 18 
days which was 1-Eb/Road, contemplation of consequence and safe 
guard of future, conductor of destiny, conduit of Heaven and Earth, a 
time to be in service to community. Each 234 days is a cycle the same 
size as the top 9th Level, as each 234 days processes, we are with 
various combining influences of aspects and intentions to CREATION, 
bringing our lives more and more to the centre, hence the Universal 
Cycles of the 9th Wave that are fully mature are pulling all into Right 
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Relation and this is bringing humanity to become fully mature, which will 
bring us all to live in Peace and harmony with each other on New Earth's 
Landscapes, ultimately to reach this, it asks of us to trust and surrender 
to our Hearts truth. And then we can open the door and return to the 
GARDEN OF EDEN. 
 
Our journey to fulfilment is getting ever closer, believe it. We will know 
when this will happen because we will see and feel the evidence of our 
hearts liberation. But also understand that in part we are still birthing 
prematurely, so we will feel intermittent feelings that will temporarily 
liberate us but then might have to return to feeling unresolved dense 
energy that is stick "Within" us, don't get disheartened because as we do 
this we are transmuting and transcending and expanding ever more. And 
the more we do this the more we dissolve our separations and free 
ourselves and go forwards by Creations Divine Will. And the more that 
we understand that we are Divine Sparks of Creations Memory and that 
we are the ones we have been waiting for, we will reclaim our collective 
Soul and birth collectively in truth unto OURSELVES. And feel freedom 
and inner PEACE. 
 
In gratitude and respect for all Creation. 
 
With love, AHO.... 
Sean 
www.theuniversalfrequency.com 
www.rockartgallery.com 
seanacaul@gmail.com 
 
To understand the 9 Level Mayan calendar cycles you can read the 
sacred work of Dr. Calleman at www.calleman.com 
 
Find out about Mayan Day Keeping and read about the Star Destiny of 
your Mayan birthday 
at http://www.mayanmajix.com/TZOLKIN/DT/DT.html 
 
You can view my latest rock art paintings at www.rockartgallery.com, 
and you can read the stories of the San Bushmen. 
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